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Abstract: 

This 40 month effort has led to four major accomplishments: i) integration of rapid-prototyping 
approaches (i.e., computer numerical-controlled machining or three-dimensional printing to form 
shaped, porous WC preforms) with the reactive-infiltration-based Displacive Compensation of 
Porosity (DCP) process to generate dense, ultra-high-melting, ZrC/W-based composites with 
tailored, three-dimensional shapes and with near net dimensions (i.e., with dimensional changes, 
upon conversion of shaped porous WC preforms to dense ZrC/W composites, below 1%), 
ii) development of gas/solid reaction approaches for converting carbon fibers into tungsten and 
tungsten carbide fibers, iii) incorporation of such tungsten carbide fibers into shaped porous 
preforms and then conversion of such preforms, via the DCP process, into dense ZrC/W-based 
composites that possess fibrillar microstructures, and iv) evaluation of the kinetic mechanism 
associated with the conversion of porous WC preforms into dense HfC/W-based composites via 
the DCP process (i.e., solid-state diffusion of carbon through the tungsten lattice and/or through 
hafnium carbide grain boundaries). 



I.   Background 
Metal/ceramic composites can provide significant improvements in mechanical performance, 

(e.g., fracture toughness, erosion resistance, and thermal shock resistance) relative to monolithic 
ceramics.1"4 A variety of techniques have been used to fabricate metal/ceramic composites, 
including hot pressing or hot isostatic pressing, plasma spraying, chemical vapor infiltration, and 
reactive melt infiltration.3"9 In the latter case, reactions between a porous preform and an 
infiltrating liquid can broadly be classified as either additive or displacive. While additive 
reactions tend to be volume expansive (e.g., the conversion of C preforms into Si/SiC composites 
by the reactive infiltration of molten Si1 ), such reactions are often incapable of generating 
metal/ceramic composites with operating temperatures that greatly exceed the reactive 
infiltration temperature (i.e., due to the presence of an appreciable amount of residual solidified 
metal infiltrant). By contrast, displacive reactions can generate metal phases whose melting 
points significantly exceed the reactive infiltration temperature. Many embodiments of reactive 
melt infiltration processes (also called reactive casting) feature solid volume reducing displacive 
reactions." However, the reactive melt infiltration approach explored in the present work, the 
patented Displacive Compensation of Porosity (DCP) process1 "14, can generate a larger solid 
product volume than the volume of solid reactant consumed, resulting in reaction-induced 
densification.15,16 

The DCP process has been under investigation in this effort as a means of synthesizing 
composites for use in extreme, ultra-high temperatures (UHT) environments, such as for solid- 
fueled rocket motors that must operate at >2500°C under supersonic impingement by molten 
combustion products.1718 Such motor materials must exhibit exceptional UHT erosion and 
thermal shock resistance.1718 In this effort, the DCP process has been examined for generating 
ultra-high melting refractory metal/carbides. For example, ZrC/W-bearing composites have been 
created by the infiltration of zirconium-bearing liquids into porous WC preforms via the 
reaction: 

{Zr} + WC ^W + ZrC (1.1) 

where {Zr} denotes zirconium as a reactive component of the infiltrating liquid. Pure zirconium 
melts at approximately 1850°C.19 In order to conduct reactive DCP infiltration at much lower 
temperatures, zirconium alloy compositions with modest melting points must be used. One such 
promising alloy system is Cu-Zr. In particular, the compound Z^Cu melts congruently at 
1025°C. With such Zr-Cu melts, reaction (1.1) is strongly favored from a thermodynamic 
perspective. Indeed, it has been estimated from available thermodynamic data that reaction (1.1) 
can spontaneously occur in at 1100-1400°C if the concentration of Zr in the Zr-Cu melt exceeds 
920 ppm.16 Reaction (1.1) is of the DCP (solid volume increasing) type. The solid volume 
change, Z, associated with this reaction (defined as the change in solid volume upon conversion 
of WC to ZrC + W divided by the initial WC volume) is +100.8%. The minimum pore volume 
fraction, W, required to accommodate this solid volume change upon the complete reaction of a 
rigid preform containing a WC volume fraction,/, can be calculated as: 

V 

For a preform containing only WC (i.e., no inert ZrC or W),/= 1, Z - 1.008 and ¥ = 50.2%. 



The W/ZrC system possesses an attractive combination of thermochemical and 
thermomechanical characteristics. For example, the C-W-Zr phase diagram (Figure 1 below) 
reveals that a tie line exists between W and ZrC, which indicates that no intermediate compounds 
can form by the reaction of W with ZrC. Furthermore, the mutual solid solubilities of W in ZrC 
and ZrC in W are quite limited even at the eutectic melting temperature of 2800°C (7 at.% W 
soluble in ZrC).20 Additionally, W and ZrC possess similar coefficients of thermal expansion 
(CTE) (see Table l).22,23 The relatively high hardness and low density of ZrC are expected to 
enhance erosion resistance and provide weight savings for a ZrC/W composite relative to 
monolithic W, whereas the presence of ductile W at elevated temperatures is expected to 
improve the fracture toughness of such a composite relative to monolithic ZrC. 

i—i      WL**i EJ 
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Figure 1.   Ternary phase diagrams for the C-W-Zr system: (a) a pseudo-binary projection and 
(b) an isothermal section at 1500°C.20'21 

Table 1. Thermomechanical properties of W and ZrC. 

Property W ZrC 

CTE22'23 @ 25°C [1/°C] 4.5xl0"6 4.0x10"6 

CTE22-23 @ 2700°C [1/°C] 9.2x10"6 10.2xl0"6 

Melting point24 [°C] 3680 3445 

Density25 [g/cm3] 19.259 6.633 

Hardness26'27 [kg/mm2] 360 2900 



II. Integration  of Rapid  Preform  Prototyping with  the  Displacive  Compensation  of 
Porosity (DCP) Process 

(as reported in: Lipke, D.W., Zhang, Y., Liu, Y., Church, B.C. and Sandhage, K.H. "Near net- 
shape/net-dimension ZrC/W-based composites with complex geometries via rapid prototyping 
and Displacive Compensation of Porosity," J. Euro. Ceram. Soc, 30 (11), 2265-2277 (2010) and 
Sandhage, K. H. "Materials 'Alchemy': Shape-preserving Chemical Transformation of Micro-to- 
Macroscopic 3-D Structures," JOM, 62 [6] 32-43 (2010).) 

Two rapid prototyping methods have been examined for the syntheses of shaped, porous WC 
preforms: computer numerical-controlled (CNC) machining of rigid, porous WC cylinders, and 
three-dimensional (3-D) printing. Both approaches have yielded defect-free parts with controlled 
pore volume fractions, as described below. Microstructural features generated by each preform 
fabrication method, that are subsequently retained in the produced ZrC/W composites, are also 
discussed. 

Partially-sintered (necked), rigid, porous WC preforms free of residual carbon in the shapes 
of crucibles, nozzles, and cones were fabricated via CNC machining. These preforms were then 
immersed in molten Z^Cu to allow for reactive conversion into dense ZrC/W-bearing 
composites. Images of the machined porous WC preforms, as-infiltrated/reacted composites, and 
cleaned ZrC/W-based composites (with excess residual adherent metal removed) are shown in 
Figures 2-4 below. 

1 cm 

1 cm 

Figure 2. Optical images of: (left) a CNC-machined, crucible-shaped, porous WC preform, 
(right) a crucible-shaped, near net-dimension, ZrC/W-based composite generated 
from the same preform by DCP reactive infiltration (after light surface polishing to 
remove residual adherent solidified copper). 
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Figure 3. Optical images of: (left) a CNC-machined, nozzle-shaped, porous WC preform, 
(middle) a nozzle-shaped ZrC/W-based composite generated from the same preform 
by DCP reactive infiltration (with residual solidified copper still attached), and (right) 
the nozzle-shaped, near net-dimension ZrC/W-based composite nozzle after light 
surface polishing to remove residual adherent solidified copper. 

Figure 4. Optical images of: (left) a CNC-machined, cone-shaped, porous WC preform, (right) 
a cone-shaped, near net-dimension ZrC/W-based composite generated from the same 
preform by DCP reactive infiltration (after light surface polishing to remove residual 
adherent solidified copper). 

Tungsten carbide preforms in the shapes of nozzles were also fabricated via 3-D printing and 
subsequently immersed in molten Z^Cu to produce W/ZrC-bearing composites. Images of these 
specimens at various stages of conversion are shown in Figure 5 below. 
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1 cm 

Figure 5. Optical images of: (left) a 3-D printed, nozzle-shaped, porous WC preform, (middle) 
a nozzle-shaped ZrC/W-based composite generated by DCP reactive infiltration (with 
residual solidified copper still attached), and (right) a nozzle-shaped, near net- 
dimension ZrC/W-based composite nozzle after light surface polishing to remove 
residual adherent solidified copper. 

Dimensional measurements obtained for the porous WC preforms and for the final ZrC/W- 
bearing composites (after removal of residual adherent copper) are listed in Table 2 below. 

Table 2. Dimension measurements of starting porous WC preforms and of the resulting dense 
DCP-derived ZrC/W-based composites. 

Geometrical 
Feature 

Ave. Dimension of 
WC Preform [mm] 

Ave. Dimension of 
W/ZrC Composite [mm] 

% 
Change 

CNC machined nozzle 
OD nozzle exit 50.65 ± 0.09 50.32 ±0.16 -0.65% 

OD nozzle entrance 37.50 ±0.08 37.23 ± 0.07 -0.72% 
Nozzle height 32.13 ±0.22 32.00 ±0.30 -0.40% 

CNC machined cone 
Bottom diameter 52.40 ± 0.08 51.98±0.15 -0.80% 

Cone height 26.03 ± 0.05 25.87 ±0.07 -0.61% 
CNC machined crucible 

Outer diameter 55.62 ±0.07 55.19 ±0.05 -0.77% 
Inner diameter 36.71 ±0.08 36.44 ± 0.09 -0.74% 
Outer height 35.20 ±0.07 35.00 ±0.06 -0.57% 
Inner height 24.34 ± 0.06 24.22 ± 0.05 -0.49% 

3D printed nozzle 
OD nozzle exit 54.23 ± 0.25 53.90 ±0.12 -0.61% 

OD nozzle entrance 40.34 ± 0.20 40.09 ±0.13 -0.62% 
Nozzle height 34.82 ±0.15 34.53 ±0.23 -0.83% 
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The images in Figures 2-5 and the data in Table 2 confirm the 3-D shape and dimension 
preservation (to within less than 1%) of the ZrC/W-based composites generated by application of 
the DCP process to the CNC-machined or 3-D printed (rapid prototyped) WC preforms. In 
addition to bulk 3-D shape preservation, fine surface features present on the WC preforms (e.g., 
milling features) were also preserved in the DCP-converted, ZrC/W-based composites. For 
example, the vertical striations introduced by CNC milling to the shaped, porous WC preforms 
were retained on the external surfaces of the final ZrC/W-based composites (see the rightmost 
image in Figure 3). 

In order to evaluate the extent of conversion of WC preforms into ZrC/W composites upon 
reactive infiltration, the phase contents of reacted specimens were characterized by measure- 
ments of weight and dimension changes and via quantitative XRD analyses. For the latter 
analyses, calibration curves were generated to quantitatively correlate XRD peak areas to the 
actual phase contents present in known mixtures. Figure 6 reveals diffraction patterns obtained 
from standard mixtures corresponding to (front-to-back) 70, 80, 90, and 95% conversion of WC 
into W + ZrC (i.e., the mixtures were prepared in stoichiometries consistent with varied amounts 
of reaction (1.1)). The peaks in the displayed range correspond to (left-to-right): the (001) 
diffraction peak of WC, the (111) diffraction peak of ZrC, the (100) diffraction peak of WC, the 
(200) diffraction peak of ZrC, the (110) diffraction peak of W. The peak area ratios of the 100% 
intensity peaks for W (the (110) peak) and for WC (the (100) peak) were then plotted as a 
function of the equivalent extent of conversion (Figure 7). The XRD data obtained from 
reactively-infiltrated specimens was fitted to the equation: 

y = 
KX 

1-X 
(1.3) 

where v is the W:WC peak area ratio, K is a fitted parameter (0.5966), and X is the extent of 
reaction (the molar ratio of W:WC being Xl{\-X)). The extent of reaction was related to the 

Figure 6. Representative XRD spectra used 
to generate the calibration curve in 
Figure 7 below. 
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Figure 7.   XRD calibration curve. 
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measured W(l 10):WC(100) peak-area-ratios by the equation: 

X = 
y + K (1.4) 

Although it was also possible to construct a calibration curve utilizing ZrC(l 11):WC(100) peak 
area ratios, the relatively small observed peak intensities of ZrC versus W (due to differences in 
atomic scattering factors) resulted in greater susceptibility to error from profile fitting, so only 
calibration curves utilizing the W:WC peak ratio were used for quantitative phase analyses. 

XRD analysis of a polished cross-section of a 3-D printed and DCP-infiltrated W/ZrC- 
bearing composite yielded an average W:WC peak area ratio of 12.5:1, which corresponded to a 
molar ratio of 21:1 W:WC. Physical data used for further quantitative calculation of the phase 
content (including for the amounts of ZrC and Cu) are listed in Table 3 below. 

Table 3. Molar volumes of reactant and product phases involved in the DCP reaction of Z^Cu 
liquid with porous WC preforms. 

Phase Molar Weight 
fg/moll 

Density 
[g/cm3] 

Molar Volume 
[cm /mol] 

WC 195.861 15.667 12.502 
w 183.85 19.259 9.546 

ZrC 103.231 6.633 15.563 
Cu 63.546 8.932 7.114 

Liquids 
@1100°C 

Cu(l) 63.546 7.99 7.96 
Zr2Cu(l) 81.998 6.77 12.11 

Quantitative XRD analyses coupled with weight change and dimensional change measurements, 
along with the data in Table 3, have been used to calculate the phase contents and theoretical 



densities of composites produced via combination of rapid prototyping and DCP processing. As 
shown in Tables 4-6, the porous WC preforms were converted to a high degree (90-95%) into 
ZrC/W-based composites of low porosity (94-100% of theoretical density) by the DCP process. 

Table 4. Phase content of a DCP-derived ZrC/W-based composite generated by the reactive 
infiltration of Zr2Cu(l) into a porous WC preform. 

WC Preform* 
P [g/cm3] 

ZrC/W-based Composite 
P [g/cm3] 

Extent of Reaction 
(Vol. %) 

7.47 ±0.01 10.99 ±0.05 92 ±1 
Phase Contents (Vol. %) 

ZrC W Cu WC Pore 
54 ±6 33 ±4 9±1 5±1 -1±7 

*This WC preform was prepared by the compaction of a mixture of WC powder with a rice 
starch binder, pyrolysis of the binder, and then partial sintering at 1450°C for 4 h. 

Table 5. Phase content of a DCP-derived ZrC/W-based composite generated by the reactive 
infiltration of Zr2Cu(l) into a porous WC preform. 

WC Preform* 
P [g/cm3] 

ZrC/W-based Composite 
P [g/cm3] 

Extent of Reaction 
(Vol. %) 

7.25 ±0.01 11.61 ±0.05 90 ±1 
Phase Contents (Vol. %) 

ZrC W Cu WC Pore 
54 ±6 33 ±4 5±1 4±1 4±7 

*This WC preform was prepared by the compaction of a mixture of WC powder with an 
ammonium acetate binder, pyrolysis of the binder, and then partial sintering at 1450°C for 4 h. 

Table 6. Phase content of a DCP-derived ZrC/W-based composite generated by the reactive 
infiltration of Zr2Cu(l) into a porous WC preform. 

WC Preform* 
P [g/cm3] 

ZrC/W-based Composite 
P [g/cm3] 

Extent of Reaction 
(Vol. %) 

6.63 ± 0.01 10.58 ±0.05 95 ±1 
Phase Contents (Vol. %) 

ZrC W Cu WC Pore 
51 ±6 32 ±4 9±1 2±1 6±7 

*This WC preform was prepared by the 3-D Printing of WC powder with a 
polyethyleneimine/glycerol binder, pyrolysis of the binder, and then partial sintering at 2100°C 
for 4 h. 
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Microstructural features present in the starting porous preforms were also retained in the 
DCP-derived composites. Prior work28 has indicated that the reaction of WC with Zr2Cu(l) 
proceeds by the formation of conformal layers of ZrC and W on the reacting WC. Hence, the 
morphology of the reactant WC phase was expected to have a strong influence on the 
morphologies of the ZrC and W product phases. Secondary and backscattered electron images, 
and energy-dispersive x-ray analyses, of polished cross-sections of DCP-derived composites 
generated from CNC-machined and 3-D printed preforms are shown in Figures 8 and 9, 

Figure 8. Microstructural analyses of polished cross-sections of a ZrC/W-based composite 
generated via the reactive infiltration of a CNC-machined porous WC preform with 
Zr2Cu(l): (a) secondary electron (SE) image, (b), (c) backscattered electron (BSE) 
images, (d) energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectra obtained at the locations indicated 
in (b) and (c), and (e), (f) BSE image and associated EDX map, respectively, for 
tungsten (in blue) and zirconium (in red). 
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Figure 9. Microstructural analyses of polished cross-sections of a ZrC/W-based composite 
generated via the reactive infiltration of a 3-D-printed porous WC preform with 
Zr2Cu(l): (a) BSE image, (b) energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectrum of the 
composite, and (c), (d) BSE and associated EDX map, respectively, for tungsten (in 
blue) and zirconium (in red). 

respectively. Porous WC preforms prepared by uniaxial compaction, partial sintering, and then 
CNC machining consisted of relatively random distributions of necked WC powder particles and 
pores. Consequently, upon reactive infiltration of the rigid porous WC particle-based preforms 
with Zr2Cu(l), the more voluminous ZrC and W product phases formed around the WC particles 
and filled in the prior pore spaces. The resulting composite consisted of a ZrC-bearing matrix 
(the grey matrix in Figures 8a and b; the dark matrix in Figure 8c) surrounding W-bearing 
particles that were distributed in a relatively random and uniform manner. On the other hand, the 
layer-by-layer 3-D printing process yielded porous WC preforms comprised of WC particle-rich 
layers. Reactive infiltration of these WC preforms yielded ZrC/W-based composites that retained 
the laminated morphology of the WC preforms (Figure 9a). 

WC particle preforms with pore volume fractions less than *F (equation (1.2) above) may 
retain residual WC, in the form of particles with unreacted WC cores surrounded by W and ZrC 
products, after reactive infiltration with Zr2Cu(l). Consider, for example, a spherical particle of 
WC undergoing reaction (1.1). The radial positions of the WC/W interface (rwc) and the 
ZrC/liquid interface (rw), are related to the volume extent of reaction, X, by: 

-12- 



^=(1-^/3 (1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

where ro = original particle radius and Vj = molar volume of phase j. As a WC particle is 
consumed by reaction, the WC/W interface recedes inward (toward the original WC particle 
center) while the ZrC/liquid interface migrates outward (Figure 10). Calculated values of the 
ratios rwc/ro, rw/ro, and rzrc/ro at selected values of X are summarized in Table 7. 

M i 

Figure 10. Ratio of the relative radial positions of the WC/W interface (black, rWc/ro), the W/ZrC 
interface (blue, rw/ro), and the ZrC/liquid interface (red, rzrc/i*o) as a function of the 
volume fraction of reacted WC, X. 

Table 7. Ratios of the radial positions of the WC/W, W/ZrC, and ZrC/liquid interfaces to the 
unreacted particle radius (rwc/i"o, rw/ro, and rZrc/ro, respectively) as a function of the 
volume percent reacted, X. 

X rwc/t"o rw/r0 rzrc/ro 
0.80 0.585 0.933 1.218 
0.90 0.464 0.923 1.240 
0.95 0.368 0.919 1.251 
0.99 0.215 0.915 1.260 

0.999 0.100 0.914 1.261 
0.9999 0.046 0.914 1.262 

1 0 0.914 1.262 
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It is worth noting that, even with extensive reaction, residual WC may be detected in polished 
cross-sections of ZrC/W-based composites. For example, with 90 vol% conversion of a spherical 
WC particle, the unreacted WC core radius would comprise 46.4% of the starting WC particle 
radius. Even with 99.9 vol% conversion, the unreacted WC core radius would comprise 10% of 
the starting WC particle radius. Hence, it should not be surprising that occasional particles 
containing some unreacted WC (e.g., Figure 8c) were observed in reactively-infiltrated 
composites that had undergone >90 vol% reaction (as evaluated in Tables 4-6). 

It is unclear to what extent, if any, the presence of unreacted WC cores may have on the 
performance of W/ZrC-bearing composites produced via the DCP process. W and WC cannot be 
in equilibrium, and can react to form W2C at elevated temperatures.20'21 However, the 
corresponding reaction to form W2C is not accompanied by an appreciable volume change. W2C 
and WC share similar melting points that are not far from the W-ZrC eutectic temperature 
(2776°C vs. 2800°C). WC and W2C are also relatively hard phases.26 Hence, the presence of 
some residual WC or W2C may not prove to be particularly impactful for intended composite 
applications. The presence of residual Cu in the minor detected quantities of the present work (5- 
9 vol%) may also not be detrimental. For example, copper has been intentionally introduced to 
tungsten-based nozzles to allow for transpirational cooling.17,1 

The DCP process has been shown to be capable of producing near net-shape and near net- 
dimension ceramic/refractory metal composites via reaction-induced densification of porous 
ceramic preforms. In the present work, two rapid prototyping techniques, CNC machining and 3- 
D printing, have been utilized to fabricate porous WC preforms in a variety of 3-D shapes 
(nozzles, cones, crucibles, etc.). These shaped, porous WC preforms have then been reactively 
infiltrated with Zr2Cu(l) to produce dense ZrC/W-based composites (51-54 vol.% ZrC, 32-33 
vol.% W, 5-9 vol.% Cu, 2-5 vol.% WC, and 1-7 vol.% pores) that retained the 3-D preform 
shape and dimensions (to within less than 1%). 
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III. Conversion of Carbon Fibers and Preforms into Tungsten and Tungsten Carbide 

(Lipke, D.W. and Sandhage, K.H. "Porous Refractory Metal Replicas via Reactive 
Conversion of Carbon Templates" U.S. Provisional Patent Application, GTRC ID 5149 
(2010).) 

In Section II above, the microstructures of DCP-derived composites (Figures 8 and 9) have 
been shown to be correlated to the microstructures of the starting porous preforms. Preforms 
fabricated via CNC machining of pressed and partially-sintered WC powder compacts were 
converted into ZrC/W-based composites with relatively uniform distributions of the ZrC and W 
phases (consistent with the relatively uniform distributions of WC particles and pores in the 
preform). However, the DCP conversion of porous WC preforms fabricated by the layer-by-layer 
3-D printing process yielded ZrC/W-based composites that retained the laminated microstructure 
of the preforms. Further optimization of the DCP process may include refined preform 
fabrication techniques to introduce controlled anisotropy into the microstructure to allow for 
additional tailoring of the microstructure and properties of the final composites. 

The fracture strength and fracture toughness of ceramic matrix composites can be improved 
by the introduction of ductile metallic reinforcements.29"31 The degrees by which crack deflection 
at weak metal/ceramic interfaces and crack bridging by ductile metal reinforcements improve 
fracture toughness have been shown to vary with both the amount and the contiguity of the 
reinforcing phase.29"31 Numerous attempts have been made to create highly interconnected metal 
carbides (or metal carbide precursors, such as base metals and metal oxides) in the forms of 
discontinuous fibers and whiskers, continuous fibers and cloths, and as coatings by a wide 
variety of techniques. For example, chemical vapor deposition has widely been employed using 
metal halide vapors, hydrogen gas, and hydrocarbon gas or carbon present in or on the substrate 
to deposit a variety of metal carbides.3 "34 Solution-based processing has yielded contiguous 
carbides by dissolution of metal chlorides in solvents, impregnation into organic cloths, and 
subsequent high temperature thermal treatment.35'36 Sol-gel processing has produced oxide 
coatings that have been carbothermally reduced and carbidized. " Molten salts and molten 
metal alloys41,42 have been used as flux media for dissolution of reactive metals that subsequently 
react with carbon to form carbide coatings. Tungsten and tungsten oxide whiskers have been 
grown via vapor-liquid-solid mechanisms43, by hydrogen reduction of tungsten oxide44, and by 
reaction of tungsten metal powder with nickel nitrate45, respectively. Complex tungsten 
compounds have been grown as whiskers, and subsequently reduced and carbidized by thermal 
treatment in hydrogen/hydrocarbon atmospheres.46 Some of these techniques require specialized 

• 38 48 • 
processing equipment ' and present processing challenges preventing their immediate 
adaptation to the production of contiguous WC preforms (such as cracking and shrinkage39'40, 
limited chemistries for tungsten44'45, and inability to produce thick coatings41"4346). 

In order to take advantage of biomorphic carbonaceous templates47'48 and well-established 
carbon microfabrication methods, such as polymerization/pyrolyzation49'50 and chemical vapor 
infiltration , it is desirable to directly and completely convert carbon into metal or metal carbide 
replicas. While some of these methods take advantage of carbonaceous templates to form 
coatings, none directly and completely consume the template to form metal or metal carbide 
replicas. However, two methods 2'53 have been reported to reactively convert high-surface area 
carbon to carbides via reaction with volatile metal oxide vapors: 
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MOx(g) + (1 + x)C <-> MC + xCO(g) (1.8) 

Such reactions become feasible when sufficient metal oxide vapor pressures are developed at the 
reaction temperatures. For example, the vapor pressure of silicon monoxide, formed by 
equilibration of powdered silicon and silicon dioxide, is 7.5xl0"3 atm at 1400°C and 1 atm total 
pressure.54 Similarly, the total vapor pressure of tungsten oxide vapor species, formed over 
tungsten trioxide powder, is 1.25xl0"2 atm at 1400°C and 1 atm total pressure (assuming an 
oxygen partial pressure greater than 6 ppb such that WO3 is the most stable oxide).54 However, 
unlike silicon monoxide vapors, tungsten oxide vapors are highly corrosive and react with 
refractory ceramic containers such as MgO, ZrC>2, AI2O3 and mullite to form eutectic liquids at 
modest temperatures55, making safe encapsulation of the carbon-containing article with tungsten 
oxide vapors challenging. 

As a result of difficulties in setting up experimental equipment, initial attempts to convert 
carbon fibers via reaction with tungsten oxide-based vapors proved unsuccessful. The starting 
amorphous carbon fibers used in these trials are shown in Figure 11. A number of coating and 

Figure 11. Zoltek panex-30 milled carbon fibers. 

conversion techniques were then explored, ranging from gas-solid reactions, to liquid-solid 
reactions (with oxide and metal alloy-based melts), to solid-solid reactions (with oxide-based 
coatings). Of these attempts, three may merit further investigation: the reaction of carbon with 

C(. en 

B2O3-WO3 melts  , the cathodic electrodeposition of WO3 from peroxotungstic acid solution 
onto carbon followed by high temperature solid-state reaction with carbon, and the reaction of 
tungsten-bearing gases with carbon. 

Liquid-solid reaction of carbon fibers with molten B2O3-WO3 at 1100°C produced metallic 
tungsten coatings on the fibers, as indicated in Figures 12a and b. However, carbon dissolution 
into the melt at this temperature was relatively rapid and resulted in the liberation of significant 
amounts of detached W particles into the melt and abnormal W grain growth. Modifications of 
melt chemistry that would increase in the activity of WO3 in the melt 8 or decrease the carbon 
solubility, are suggested as potential future directions of research with this approach. 

Electrodeposition of WO3 onto the carbon fibers, followed by solid-solid reaction with the 
underlying carbon fibers at 1200°C, yielded WC/W-coated fibers as indicated in Figures 12c 
and d. However, this approach was limited by the inability to form thick, coherent, and 
continuous coatings on the discontinuous fibers, which may have been the result of poor 
electrical contact with many of the fibers during the electrodeposition process. Interconnected 
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Figure 12. Carbon fiber coating and conversion, (a) SE image and (b) x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analysis of carbon fibers after reaction with a B2O3-WO3 melt at 1100°C. (c) SE 
image and (d) XRD analysis of carbon fibers after reaction with electrodeposited 
WO3 at 1200°C; (e) SE image and (f) XRD analysis of carbon fibers after reaction 
with tungsten chloride vapor at 1400°C. 

preforms, rather than discontinuous fibers, may act as conductive, interconnected templates that 
are more suitable for this method. 
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The reaction of carbon fibers with tungsten chloride gas at 1400°C yielded tungsten carbide- 
bearing fibers, as indicated in Figures 12d and f. Such tungsten chloride gas was generated by a 
displacement reaction between molten CuCb and W: 

CuCl2 + W ^ WCl2(g) + Cu 

2WCl2(g) + C <-» WC + WCl4(g) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

The stoichiometry of reaction (1.10) was especially noteworthy, as a volume expansion of 
+129.3% should occur upon conversion of solid carbon into tungsten carbide. This reaction- 
induced increase in solid volume can allow a highly porous carbon preform (61.2% pore volume 
fraction) to be converted into a less porous WC preform (50.2% pore volume fraction) for 
subsequent DCP conversion into a dense ZrC/W-based composite. 

The reaction of proprietary tungsten-bearing vapor with carbon fibers to yield tungsten fibers 
has also been examined. A partially-reacted carbon fiber possessing a tungsten cladding on 
unreacted carbon is shown in Figure 13. Such partially-reacted fibers were found to possess an 
internal pore channel, which was consistent with Kirkendall porosity resulting from relatively 
rapid outward diffusion of carbon through the tungsten cladding. Fully-converted hollow 
tungsten fibers are shown in Figure 14. No residual carbon cores were detected in these more 
extensively reacted fibers. 

mmm 
Figure 13. SE image of a partially-reacted fiber showing a continuous bright polycrystalline 

tungsten cladding, residual unreacted carbon (dark), and an interior pore channel. 
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Figure 14. SE images of hollow, poly crystalline tungsten fibers generated via the reaction of 

carbon fibers with a proprietary tungsten-bearing vapor. 
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Figure 15. Hollow WC-bearing fibers generated via reaction of hollow W fibers (of the type 
shown in Figure 14) with CO(g). 
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These hollow tungsten fibers were then carburized via reaction with CO(g) to generate the 
polycrystalline WC-based fibers shown in Figure 15. XRD analysis confirmed the presence of 
appreciable WC in these carburized fibers. The measured W(110):WC(100) peak area ratio of 
0.079 corresponded to a phase content of 12 mole% W and 88 mole% WC using the calibration 
method described in Section II. 

In addition to fibers, porous graphitic foams were converted into porous tungsten replicas via 
reaction with the proprietary tungsten-bearing gas, as shown in Figure 16. The measured 
changes in external dimensions were less than 1% after such reactive conversion. Microstructural 
features of the graphitic carbon foams were also preserved in the polycrystalline tungsten 
products, as 

Figure 16. Optical images revealing the conversion of a porous Poco graphitic carbon preform 
(middle) into a porous tungsten replica (right). 

shown in Figure 17. Characterization by XRD, EDX, and HRTEM analyses confirmed that no 
residual carbon phase was present within the reacted foams. The bulk density increased from 
0.37 ± 0.01 g/cm3 for the porous carbon preforms to 1.20 ± 0.01 g/cm3 for the porous tungsten 
products. Taking the theoretical bulk densities of graphite as 2.20 g/cm and tungsten as 19.25 
g/cm , the total porosity of the foam was calculated to decrease from 17 ± 1% to 6 ± 1%. This 
decrease was consistent with the expected solid volume change upon reaction. 

The morphology-preserving transformation of easily-shaped carbon preforms into tungsten 
replicas can be an attractive means of fabricating tungsten components for a number of 
applications, including for solid fueled rocket motors17, nuclear fusion plasma divertors59, shaped 
reinforcements (e,g, hollow fibers) for bulk metallic glass composite kinetic penetrators60, and 
for infrared photonic crystals for thermophotovoltaics61. 
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Figure 17. SE images of: (a), (c) as-received Poco HTC graphitic C foam, (b), (d) tungsten- 
converted replicas. (Scale bars in (a), (b) = 1 mm; scale bars in (c), (d) = 10 p.m.) (e) 
XRD and (f) XPS analyses of (bottom) as-received Poco HTC graphitic C foam and 
(top) tungsten-converted replicas (<> Graphitic C, ♦ W); (g) TEM and (h) HRTEM 
micrographs of tungsten grain boundaries in the converted foams. 
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IV.DCP Conversion of WC fiber-bearing preforms into ZrC/W-based composites with 
Fibrillar Microstructures 

To demonstrate that the DCP process can be used to generate composites with fiber-shaped 
phases, hollow tungsten fibers produced by the reaction of carbon fibers with the proprietary 
tungsten-bearing vapor (as discussed in Section III) were subsequently carbidized (by reaction 
with CO(g)) and incorporated with WC powder into uniaxially-pressed preforms. After partial 
sintering, the porous WC specimens were reactively infiltrated with Zr2Cu(l). Cross-sections of 
the resulting ZrC/W-based composites are shown in Figure 18 below. The fibrillar morphology 
of the hollow WC fibers was preserved in the converted ZrC/W-based composites. 

—!— —L— 

Figure 18. DCP-converted porous WC preforms containing 20 vol. % hollow WC fibers. The 
preforms were prepared by pressing mixtures of WC powder and hollow WC fibers. 
Images are shown of cross-sections oriented: (a), (b) parallel to the preform pressing 
direction and (c), (d) perpendicular to the pressing direction. 

V. Kinetics of Reaction Between Molten Hf-Cu and Solid WC 

(as reported in: Liu, Y., Lipke, D.W., Zhang, Y. and Sandhage, K.H. "The kinetics of 
incongruent reduction of tungsten carbide via reaction with a hafnium-copper melt," Ada 
Mater., 57(13), 3924-3931 (2009).) 

The kinetic mechanism of incongruent reduction of WC by reaction with a Hf-Cu melt (to 
yield W and HfC products) has also been examined. The rate of such incongruent WC reduction 
has been examined by immersing dense, polycrystalline WC plates in a vertical orientation in 
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Hf-Cu melts at 1150°C to 1300°C for 1 to 24 h. A tungsten layer of uniform thickness was found 
to form adjacent to the tungsten carbide, whereas an irregular, but generally continuous hafnium 
carbide layer formed adjacent to the tungsten layer. The rate of WC reaction was evaluated by 
measuring the thickness of the W layer as a function of reaction time, temperature, and vertical 
position along the WC surface. Such kinetic data and microstructural analyses indicated that the 
incongruent reduction of WC in molten Hf-Cu was controlled by solid-state diffusion, with the 
likely rate-limiting step being the diffusion of carbon through the W and/or HfC layers. 

The incongruent reduction of WC occurred by the following net displacement reaction with 
an Hf-Cu melt at 1150-1400°C: 

{///} + WC ~ W + HfC (1.11) 

where {Hf} denotes Hf dissolved.in the Hf-Cu melt. This reaction is highly favored from a 
thermodynamic standpoint. For example, using available data for the thermodynamic activity of 
hafnium in Hf-Cu melts62, along with the standard Gibbs free energies of formation of HfC and 
WC24, the Gibbs free energy change associated with the reaction of a 35 at.% Hf melt with WC 
to yield HfC and W at 1350°C was calculated to be -184.6 kJ/mol. 

The steady-state rate of incongruent reduction of WC was examined by using sufficient 
starting amounts of the reactants, {Hf} and WC(s), so as to avoid significant depletion of these 
constituents over the course of each experiment. For example, even after 24 h of reaction at 
1300°C (the most extreme conditions used in the present work), less than 0.1 at% of the Hf 
present in the melt and less than 1.1 at. % of the carbon present in the planar WC specimen were 
consumed to form the W and HfC product layers. The steady-state product morphology at the 
WC/melt interface (Figure 19) consisted of a HfC layer of irregular thickness adjacent to the 
melt, and a W layer of more uniform thickness that separated the HfC layer from the WC 
specimen. 

Such conformal HfC and W layer formation on WC during reaction with Zr2Cu(l) may be 
considered to be an example of passive incongruent reduction, by analogy to "passive corrosion" 
(which generally refers to the formation of a continuous, adherent, solid product layer or layers 
on a corroding solid surface that act to reduce the rate of corrosion by physically separating the 
corroding solid from the reactive fluid). However, at certain locations where the HfC layer was 
not continuous, the rate of consumption of the WC was locally enhanced (i.e., a pit formed), and 
the exposed W layer reacted with the Hf in the melt to form particles of W2Hf (Figure 20). The 
accelerated reaction associated with the formation of discontinuous (and apparently less 
protective) HfC and W2Hf products may be considered to be an example of active incongruent 
reduction (by analogy to "active corrosion"). Given the non-uniformity in the thickness of the 
HfC product layer, the thickness of the W layer was used to evaluate the extent of WC 
consumption after reaction for any particular temperature and time. 

The tungsten product layer formed during the passive incongruent of WC was found to 
thicken at a parabolic rate with time at each reaction temperature from 1150-1300°C (Figure 21). 
Such steady-state parabolic kinetics were consistent with a diffusion-controlled process. If liquid 
phase diffusion was the rate-limiting step, then the selective removal of hafnium from the melt 
by reaction (1.12) should have resulted in a gradient in the hafnium concentration of the melt 
near the melt/WC interface. Such a hafnium concentration gradient should, in turn, have resulted 
in a gradient in melt density that would lead to convection in the melt near the melt/WC 
interface. A liquid phase diffusion-controlled process involving such density-driven free 
convection of the melt past the vertical plate-shaped WC specimen should have led to a steady- 
state reaction rate that was independent of time, but dependent on vertical position.63-   However, 
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Figure 19. Backscattered electron images of a polished cross-section of the WC/Hf-Cu melt 
interface obtained after immersion of a dense WC specimen in a Hf-Cu melt at 
1300°Cfor24h. 
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Figure 20. A backscattered electron image of a polished cross-section of the WC/Hf-Cu melt 
interface obtained after immersion of a dense WC specimen in a Hf-Cu melt at 
1200°C for 6 h. Occasional disruptions in the continuity of the HfC layer yielded pits 
on the WC surface at which a thinner W layer and particles of W2Hf were detected. 
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Figure 21. A plot of the square of the average tungsten layer thickness, L , vs. immersion time at 
various reaction temperatures. The lines were generated by least square fitting of the 
L vs. time data. The error bars indicate the span of + one standard deviation about 
the average value. 
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the present results indicated that the product layer thickening rates were dependent on time 
(Figure 21) and independent of position (Figure 22). 

bi 

* 
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Figure 22. Backscattered electron images of polished cross sections of the WC/Hf-Cu melt 
interface obtained after immersion of a dense WC specimen in a Hf-Cu melt at 
1300°C for 24 h. These cross-sections were obtained at locations: a) within 100 urn of 
the melt surface (near the top region of the immersed specimen) and b) within 100 
urn of the immersed bottom of the WC specimen. 
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Figure 23. A plot of the logarithm of the parabolic rate constant (for the thickening of the 
tungsten product layer) vs. the inverse of reaction temperature. 

The temperature dependence of the rate of tungsten layer thickening was found to follow 
Arrhenius behavior (Figure 23) with an activation energy of 284 kJ/mol. This value was much 
higher than has been reported for the diffusion of copper and other group IVB elements (Zr, Ti) 
in molten copper or molten copper alloys.63"67 Hence, mass transport through the liquid is 
unlikely to be the rate-limiting step. Instead, the parabolic growth of the tungsten product layer 
was consistent with a solid-state diffusion controlled process, such as mass transport through the 
tungsten carbide specimen, the hafnium carbide product layer, and/or the tungsten product layer. 
The activation energy reported for the grain boundary diffusion of C through WC by Buhsmer 
and Crayton (297 kJ/mole ) agrees reasonably well with the activation energy observed for the 
thickening of the W layer in this work (284 kJ/mole). However, at locations where the HfC layer 
was not continuous, the WC was observed to undergo an enhanced rate of reaction (i.e., a pit 
formed). Within such pits, the thickness of the tungsten layer was locally reduced and discrete 
particles of W2Hf formed. Such enhanced local reaction (pitting) should not have occurred if 
carbon diffusion through the tungsten carbide was rate limiting; that is, the continuity of the HfC 
should not have affected the local corrosion rate, if diffusion through the underlying WC was 
rate limiting. Although no data could be found in the literature for hafnium diffusion through 
hafnium carbide, the activation energy reported for the lattice diffusion of zirconium through 
zirconium carbide (a carbide with a similar crystal structure as hafnium carbide) is quite large 
(719 kJ/mol ). Furthermore, prior work7 has indicated that the formation of a continuous HfC 
product layer on C undergoing reaction with Hf liquid was controlled by the diffusion of C 
through the HfC layer (i.e., not by the diffusion of Hf through the HfC layer). The activation 
energy  for  the  lattice  diffusion  of carbon  through  hafnium  carbide  (545  kJ/mole71)  is 
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significantly higher than the value of 284 kJ/mole obtained in the present work. However, 
diffusion data for the transport of carbon along grain boundaries in hafnium carbide is lacking. 
The activation energies for grain boundary transport of carbon through titanium carbide7 and 
zirconium carbide73 were significantly lower than for the lattice diffusion of carbon through 
these carbides. The activation energies reported for carbon diffusion through the lattice of 
tungsten (224 kJ/mole74 and 207 kJ/mole7 ) are relatively close to the value of 284 kJ/mole 
obtained in the present work. Hence, the rate-limiting step for the passive incongruent reduction 
of tungsten carbide is likely to be the solid-state diffusion of carbon through the lattice of the 
tungsten product layer and/or through grain boundaries in the hafnium carbide product layer. 
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